KS1 Art

Shape and Colour

The Bee Garden

Extension challenge: How many are there of each shape?

Triangle:

Name:

Circle:

Square:

KS1 Art

Papier Mache
Name:

Extension challenge: Improve your bee’s wing design using light florist wire
and clingfilm

KS1 Art

Design and Technology Lever System
Name:

A Moving Card
You will need:
1 sheet of A3 paper
A compass
2 strips of card measuring 2cm x 13cm
A scoring knife
2 paper fasteners
Card bee (you can use this one if you like)
Method:
1.

Take an A3 sheet of paper and fold in half, and then in then half again

2.

Open the sheet up and use a compass to draw a circle of 7cm in width
in the top left hand quarter, like this:

3.

Get an adult to score round the lower half of the circle and make a 2cm
cut next to the circle, like this:

4.

Make a simple lever by using the two rectangles of card and two paper
fasteners. First, put the paper fastener through both pieces like this:

Move on to part two...

KS1 Art

Design and Technology Lever System
Name:

A Moving Card
5.

Push one part of the lever through the 2cm cut, and the other part up
out of the semi-circlular cut:

6.

Now put the second paper fastener through the front of the card, and
through the strip that pokes out of the circle:

7.

Fold the page in half from right to left then in half again from top
to bottom.

8.

Colour in your bee, cut him out and stick him to the top of the card strip:

9.

When you move the card strip on the right, your bee flies! Colour in a
beautiful flower garden on the front of the card for him to fly thorugh:

Extension challenge: You could collage a garden with fabric and tissue
paper flowers for an extra 3D feel!

